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2 Books in 1! Learn 2 Languages with 1 book! Are you looking for the best way to learn French?

Well, look no further. This book is, simply put, the best on the market for learning French. Why do I

say that? Because this book does what language books should do - teach you the mechanics of the

language, not a bunch of tourist trap phrases that you'll forget the second you leave the country. If

books don't do that, then they make the critical mistake of going into far too much detail and

managing to bore you half to death by virtue of the fact that they've spent so much time going on

about three different kinds of articles. I don't do that either. Book 2 Learn Spanish: A Fast and Easy

Guide for Beginners to Learn Conversational Spanish Let's face it: the language market is changing.

English has been the lingua franca for a while now, but it's not going to always be that way. It's

projected that Chinese or Spanish might take over the English language as the lingua franca in the

next century. So it makes sense that you're searching this book: Spanish is an in-demand language

to know. By knowing Spanish, you're opening the door to communication with hundreds of millions

of more people than you could speak with before. This makes you a desirable asset to a great

number of companies and makes you an all around more well-rounded person. I'm not certain why

you picked this book up. It could be general curiosity about Spanish, or you may be going on a trip

and needing a crash course in Spanish before you do. Regardless of what your intent is, the key

fact is that you're looking for the best possible way to learn Spanish while getting the best bang for

your buck, too. This book is everything you're looking for. This book may be short, but it absolutely

does not skimp on the important topics. By the end of the book, you'll be understanding of many of

the core concepts of basic conversational Spanish.
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So I am writing a novel about sa Spanish teacher, and theres this foreign exchange student, but I

have no idea what to write about her lessons and stuff. I stumbled upon this book and didn't expect

to really get into it. I find myself studying both, as I've always been interested to learn other

languages, especially French because Iobe to travel. The book contains almost everything you

need to learn for a foreign language, from the basics, essentials, conversations, structures,

pronunciation, etc. It is comprehensive, organized, and easy to learn!A perfect guide to studying

these languages, and it would be more perfect if it comes with audio. It has helped me a lot with my

book and spiked up my interest to fully learn these languages!

This is a helpful language book on Learn French & Learn Spanish.All of the basic things, tips and

guides that I need to know about French & Spanish are already included and well written inside.

Oliver Robichaud & Juan Diago have done good jobs in compiling and creating this book.This book

is really a great resource for those who want to learn more about French & Spanish.The book is

worthy of attention! I highly recommend this book to all.

Looks like a good comprehensive approach to the basics of the language. I plan to use it with my

class. It's easy to read and easy to follow the story lines. This is a fun learning tool.I would

recommend this to anyone with an interest in French.

A good way to start learning French & Spanish fast. It is reader friendly and can easily absorbed by

the brain. This book is well-organized. If you are interested in French and Spain and wants to know

their language, this book is for you. Give it a read!

If you want to learn both Spanish and French then this book is for you.This box set is worth the time

reading for it is a very detailed book to read and learn at the same time.A very helpful book to learn

new languages.

This book helps to learn basic French and Spanish. I found this book very helpful as these are two

most popular languages in the world. The books teach grammar, vocabulary and commonly used

phrases. I liked these 2 books very much.

I was planning to learn both french and Spanish and fortunately these two books are available



together. Good instructions to learn the basics of these two languages. Recommended to all.
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